An experimental scheme for concentrating entanglement in partially entangled photon pairs is proposed. A practical realization of the proposcd scheme is discussed, which uses imperfect photon detectors and spontaneous parametric down-conversion as a photon source. This scheme also works for purifying a class of niixcd states.
niixcd states.
In many applications in quantum information processing, it is essential that two separated parties, Alice and Bob, share the maximally entangled particles in advance. Practically, a quantum channel, to be used to distribute the pairs, is usually noisy. It is thus important that Alice and Bob share maximally entangled pairs even through such channels. For that purpose, entanglement concentration [I] and purification (or distillation) [2] have been originally proposed. In these schemes, previously shared less entangled pairs can be transformed into a smaller number of maxiInally entangled pairs by local operations and classical communication (LOCC) .
In this paper we propose an experimentally feasible concentration/purification scheme, in which a maximally entangled photon pair is obtained from two photon pairs in identical partially entangled states [ Eq. (l) ]. The basic idea of this paper is based on the concentration scheme proposed by Bennett, et al. [l] . In our scheme, Alice and Bob use only linear optical elements and photon detectors, in which destructive detection of two photons realizes the required projection and the conversion at the same time.
Let us assume that Alice and Bob are given two pairs of photons in the following polarization entangled states b,P)izb,P)s4 (2) is a classical mixture of the desired state /@(+))e2 and an error state I0)Gll)ZV. The probability of the coiiicidence detection P can be regarded as the sum of two probabilities P, and p,, where F' ? is the probability of obtaining a photon pair in the state 1 @ ( + ) )~2 and P, is the probability of obtaining a single photon in the state Io)GI1)zV. These probabilities are calculated as P = Tr[IIp;'iII:;"lq)(Ql] = Tj21P1'[Z1a12 + (2 -a)lP1']/4, P = $1aP1'/2 and P, = q 2 ( 2 -q)I/314/4. The minimum value of P. is IP14/4. Alice a i d Bob can also obtain the outpiit state pEot wlicii they obtain the otlicr tlirce combinations of coincidence, namely, (D5,v, D4,v), ( D~, H , D4,v), and (D5q1, D4"). Therefore the probability of obtaining the output state is 4P. The error in the output state pzut stems from the state IO)(i11)2\~ containing only one photon Therefore, if Alice aiid Bob are allowed to perform the postselection, in which they sclect the events of the photocounts in modes G and 2, t,liey can discard the events of error.
In this scheme, .4lice and Bob need not know tlie values of cy and 0, therefore they can also purify mixed states written as P = JP(a,P)Icy>P)12(a.,Pl Q, I.>P)34(a.,Pld' .d2P>
( 5) where P(cy, 0) is the probability distribution of their receiving the photon pairs in the state la, P ) 1 2 l a , P ) 3 4 . Now we use spontaneous parametric downconversion as a photon source of the input states for 
Here g2y" is the probability of generating a photon pair. We asume the photon source emits partially entangled photon pairs as shown in Ref. [3] . Note that Eq. ( 6 ) is also a classical mixture of I@(+))cz and error stat,cs containing sniallcr number of photons. As in former case, we use the probabilities P, P,, and P,, but here we further decompose Pc as P, = P,(O)+P,('), wlierc P,'"' is the probability of liaving the vacuum in modes G and 2, and Pa'' is that of having a photon either in mode 6 or 2. Each probability is expressed as
In this case the minimum value of Pho' and P,(' In this situation, they need not refer to the detectors D~, v and D4,v because the vacuum is removed by the postselection. In summary, we have proposed a purification scheme using linear optical elements and photon detectors. We have investigated errors in the output state when down-converted photons and imperfect detectors are used. We have shown that the errors can be discarded by the postselection because the error states contain less photons than the maximally entangled state.
The details of this scheme are described in our paper [41.
